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Abstract 

From Desert to Garden - an Examination of the Origin of Kai Tai Tu 

從大漠到庭園──《開泰圖》的圖式起源探討 

 

The work presented in this paper is mainly focused upon a kai tai tapestry 

from the National Palace Museum, Taipei (kai tai 開泰, means welcoming 

spring). This paper proposes to find out which category of traditional Chinese 

painting mode this kai tai tapestry belongs to. Child imagery is exceptionally 

meaningful in China, prevalent in depictions of “women of the court” 

(gongzhong tu, 宮中圖) and “playing children” (yingxi tu, 嬰戲圖) that have 

appeared in paintings, textiles and ceramics since the Tang dynasty. 

However, the prevalent motif of this kai tai tapestry, a boy riding a goat, was 
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non-existent in Chinese visual art. Moreover, streams rarely occurred in 

“playing children” paintings. In fact, the kai tai tapestry resembles paintings of 

herders (fangmu tu, 放牧圖), but in the tradition of herder paintings, shepherd 

boys are usually depicted in a countryside settings that would evoke the 

viewer’s empathy with the subject’s ease and tranquility. Contrastingly, 

depictions of “playing children” or kai tai tapestries describing naughty boys 

evoke a mood of gladness. For the purpose of supplicating the Winter 

solstice, and to hasten the passage into the New Year, gorgeously dressed 

and richly ornamented children are placed in a colorful garden. This new 

mode of picturing integrates both “playing children” and “herding” themes, 

representing not only the craftsmen’s creativity, but also their understanding 

of the traditions of Chinese visual arts.


